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With the objective to investigate the role of polymer addition in otherwise Newtonian

fluid flowing past a flexible solid medium, the linear stability analysis has been carried out

for the plane Couette flow geometry. The polymeric solution is modeled as an Oldroyd-B

fluid. The system consists of a viscoelastic fluid layer of thickness R, density ρ, viscosity η,

relaxation time λ and retardation time βλ flowing past a linear elastic solid wall of thickness

HR, density ρ, and shear modulus G. The emphasis is on the high Reynolds number wall

mode instability, which has recently been shown in experiments to destabilise the laminar

flow of Newtonian fluids in soft-walled tubes and channels at a significantly lower Reynolds

number than that for flows in rigid condiuts [1, 2]. For Newtonian fluids, the wall modes

are known to become unstable when flow Reynolds number exceeds a certain critical value

Rec which scales as Σ3/4, where the where the Reynolds number Re = ρV R/ηm V is the

top plate velocity, and the dimensionless parameter Σ = ρGR2/η2, characterizing the fluid-

solid system. For very high Reynolds number, the addition of polymer tends to decrease the

critical Reynolds number from its value for the Newtonian fluid, indicating destabilizing role

of fluid viscoelasticity. The analysis suggest that the transition Reynolds number could be

decerased by upto a factor of 10 by the addition of small amounts of polymer. The critical

Reynolds number follows the scaling Rec ∼ Σ3/4 in the limit Re � 1, the characteristic

scaling of the Newtonian wall modes. However, for moderate Reynolds number, there exists

a narrow region in β-H parametric space, corresponding to very dilute polymer solution

(0.9 < β < 1) and thin solids (H < 1.1), in which the addition of polymer tends to increase

the critical Reynolds number for instability beyond its value for the Newtonian fluid. Hence,

the addition of a small amount of polymer tends to delay the flow transition in this regime.
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